
 

 

 

 

 

Junior Shadow Ranking FAQ 

2020 has been a unique and challenging year in many ways, and tennis tournaments were not 

an exception. Please know that we are working with a limited set of data in terms of the 

number of tournament offerings, and because of that, the shadow rank lists were impacted. 

With the current situation, the USTA strongly felt that to be the least disruptive with the 

transition coming January of ‘21, a limited data set was a better option than no data for our 

consumer. 

Q. What are Shadow Rankings? 

● The 2020 Shadow Ranking Philosophy was created to help facilitate the transition to 7 

levels of ranked tournaments. The USTA will be importing results from existing 2020 

tournaments that count for National and Section ranking points and converting them to 

the new ranking point table. 

Q. What is the purpose of Shadow Rankings? 

● Shadow Rankings will be an unofficial National Standings List (NSL) based on 2020 

results using the new 2021 ranking tables. Unlike an official NSL, Shadow Rankings will 

only include 2020 results. It will not have a full 12 months of play, only the results to 

date this year, and they will not be used for any official purpose in 2020. 

Q. Why did the USTA change the Ranking and Tournament Level System? 

● Please click this link to read on why and how some of these decisions were made 

Q. Why is my ranking placement in the Shadow Rankings different than in the 

current National Standing List in Tennis Link? 

● With the new tournament structure, players could expect their placement in the 

Shadow Rankings to be different from their position in the current National Standings 

Lists. Keep in mind, that we are moving from multiple ranking systems and ranking 

tables to one so there is a good likelihood there will be variation comparing the current 

list in TennisLink to this shadow ranking. 

https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments_2021-Point-Shadow-Rankings.pdf


 

 
 

Q. Why are there so many players showing up on this shadow rank list? 

● These shadow rank lists include results from all ranking tournament levels 

(section/district) which is the reason for a high volume of players listed. The current 

national standing list only calculates tournaments of a certain ranking level only. 

Q. How do I find my Section Ranking? 

● All standing and ranking lists are now ONE National Standing List. To find your 

placement on a Section list, the National list can be filtered by Section. 

 
Q. What list should I look at in TennisLink to compare my position on the Shadow Ranking list? 

● There is not a direct relationship between the lists in TennisLink and the Shadow 

Ranking lists. Shadow Ranking lists include data from January 1-November 9, 2020 and 

are based on the new pathway rules and points tables, while TennisLink lists include a 

rolling 52 weeks of play and are based on the current ranking system and points tables 

that will be replaced on January 1, 2021. 

Q. Where can I find more information on the new point tables and how the ranking points 

were calculated? 

● Please click here to see the point tables and additional information regarding the 

Shadow Rankings 

Q. What will these Shadow Rankings be used for? 

● Shadow Ranking lists are used for education and review purposes and they will not be 

used for any official purpose for existing 2020 tournaments. All existing 2020 

tournaments will keep selection processes as-is for the remainder of this year. 

Q. Will there be another publication of the shadow ranking? 

● Yes, there will be another publication of Shadow Rankings in the middle of December 

and you will be notified via email when those are published. The December shadow 

rank publication may be used for selection/seeding and for early ‘21 tournaments with 

December deadlines. 

https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments_2021-Point-Shadow-Rankings.pdf


 

 
 

Q. Where should I go if I have additional questions about the Shadow Rankings? 

● You can read up on more information here. You can also reach out to your USTA 

Section Competition staff person for additional information 

Q. I want to confirm which Tournament results were included in my Shadow Ranking and if 

they are accurate. How do I do that? 

● The Shadow Ranking lists are not accompanied by searchable play history just yet. For 

the time being, all play history and results can be found in TennisLink. 

Q. I have a question specific to a section or district tournament and related results to the 

new ranking level information. 

● Please contact your Section or District Competition Staff to help answer questions 

regarding the events that they sanction. 

 
Q. Why does my doubles point amount, not equal to the amount shown in the 

calculation (junior)? 

● The new junior regulations state that the doubles point total is 15% of the amount 

shown in the column and will calculate a player's best six results. 

Q. How did the USTA determine how events counted on the new point table for 

calculation purposes? 

● Each USTA Section Junior Competition staff ‘mapped’ 2020 tournaments to what they 

deemed appropriate from the current system and how it correlates to the new system. 

 

SUBMIT YOUR QUESTIONS TO USTA TEXAS 
 

https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments_2021-Point-Shadow-Rankings.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe4OE0S0qs3nzMUyeDqwaSsaok9jBVe42dUT580Djze8fnsAw/viewform
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